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1. Introduction
GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) system is the most famous system to realize local-
ization of mobile robots. It is able to provide a global position everywhere in the world.
Moreover, as it provides a global position, it is not necessary to place the robot in known or
structured environments (i.e. where several landmarks are available) to localize it unlike local
positioning systems. So, the GNSS system has became an unavoidable system to guide auto-
matically mobile robots.
Generally, GPS-RTK (Real Time Kinematic) sensors are used to localize and guide automat-
ically mobile robots in outdoor environment. This type of sensor has a precision about few
centimeters. However, they are expensive and difficult to use because they need differential
correction to improve their precision. Consequently, an other GPS receiver is necessary as a
reference. Moreover, their accurate measure is not always available because of GPS signal
losses or multipaths. In this case, their accuracy to within 2 centimeters which is their main
advantage, is not always available. So, it is impossible to use GPS-RTK sensors alone to have
an effective localization system in the context of autonomous guidance. It must be used with
other sensors to insure the localization when GPS signal is not available (Pein et al., 2006).
Some research makes an effective localization system for mobile robots using GPS-RTK with
other satellite sensors. However, the dissemination of automatic guidance system in outdoor
environment can use a low-cost sensors as natural GPS or GPS with a differential correction
(WAAS or EGNOS). This type of sensors are less expensive than GPS-RTK and easy to use,
because the operator has just to use and manage a single receiver. This last one has an accu-
racy between 1 and 3 meters with WAAS or EGNOS differential correction. To enhance their
precision, natural GPS data can be fused with other exteroceptive data as it is done in (Tessier
et al., 2006a). Generally, these localization systems are based on a Kalman Filter (KF) because
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autonomous guidance systems use a mono hypothesis localization estimation.
Nevertheless, there is an important assumption to use a KF, the errors of each sensor must
be zero-mean, Gaussian and white process. If this assumption is not true, the estimation of
position will be biased. Indeed, for every new observations of sensors data, the precision of
localization (i.e. size of confidence ellipsis built with the covariance matrix) increases but the
estimated position diverges from the true position (figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Localization results after the fusion of two observations coming from a colored process
(A at t0; B at t1; C at t2 with t0 < t1 < t2)
In this figure, the situation C shows the true position is out of estimated position (position
with its associated uncertainty). So, it becomes impossible to check the reliability of the
localization. Consequently, the estimated position becomes useless, the mobile robot doesn’t
know where it is truly and it is impossible to accurately guide the vehicle. This is critical
and dangerous situation which must be imperatively avoided. This critical situation appears
for the localization systems which use GNSS receiver because generally they don’t take care
of the GNSS error characteristics. So, we propose in this paper a method to improve GNSS
receiver precision and accuracy in the context of autonomous guidance.
In section II, we suggest an analysis of GNSS bias characterisation, one process to establish
a model of it, and a solution to detect disturbances in GNSS data. Then, in the section III,
we show how to improve easily a KF by inserting the prediction model and the condition.
We will see the result of this method showing the robustness of GNSS bias modeling and the
improvement of our localization system in the last section.
2. Characterisation of the GNSS error
The observations of GNSS data cause an unreliable estimated position. To better understand
the problem, we propose an analysis of GNSS data.
2.1 Data Analysis from a GNSS receiver
The GNSS systems are based on localization by triangulation. The satellites send a message
with the information (time and satellite ephemeris) allowing the receivers on the Earth calcu-
late their position. Unfortunately, the GNSS system is not perfect. Many measurement errors
cause a bad localization like satellite clock errors, ephemeris errors, atmospheric (ionosphere
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and troposphere) errors, multipath effects, receiver noise and resolution (for more information
see (Kaplan, 1996)). Table 1 summarizes these errors with their characteristics.
Error sources Precision Errors Characteristic
Satellites clock errors ± 2 meters stable
Satellites ephemeris errors ± 2.5 meters stable
Ionospheric effects ± 5 meters stable
Tropospheric effects ± 0.5 meters stable
Multipath effects ± 1 meter unpredictable
Receiver noise and resolution ± 1 meter unpredictable
Table 1. GNSS Error Sources.
We see that most of error sources are stable process (i.e. they evolve slowly). If we compare
the low-cost GPS data with the true position coming from a GPS-RTK receiver (figure 2), we
see that the natural GPS error seems to be constant. If we observe the auto-correlation of GPS
longitude error between each iteration in static condition (figure 3), we realize this error is
very correlated between successive iterations (it is the same case for GPS latitude error). It
means the GPS error is a non white process. It is commonly named the GPS bias.
If we estimate the position with only the GNSS observations (position and associated covari-
ance given by GNSS receiver) thanks to a KF, we obtain very quickly an unreliable estimated
position (figure 4). It is always possible to increase the covariance of GNSS data. However,
although this solution increases the reliability of GNSS measurement, the real problem is the
GNSS error is a stochastical process. As soon as the position is calculated by KF thanks to
GNSS observations, the estimated uncertainty decreases too much and consequently, the sys-
tem becomes unreliable. So, it is necessary to know the value of GNSS error every time so as
to have a reliable estimated position.
2.2 GNSS error modelizing
We have seen the main problem of inefficiency of localization system based on a KF is the non
white GNSS error. So, we must find a model which describes this bias.
Some researcher proposed to find global criteria determining GNSS error (Nienaber &
Diekhans, 2006). These criteria consider only mean and standard deviation of the error in
static and dynamic condition during 24 hours. However, many applications (agricultural
tasks, automatic guidance, ...) run usually several hours and the characteristics (means and
variance) of GNSS error are not the same for 24 hours. Table 2 represents the mean and stan-
dard deviation of data for three different moments. So, it is impossible to determine a reliable
model with only mean and variance of GNSS error.
Database Longitude (m) Latitude (m)
mean RMS mean RMS
Database 1 (2 hours) 1.05 1.27 0.24 1.81
Database 2 (2 hours) 2.72 1.31 -1.62 1.24
Database 3 (2 hours) 1.46 2.03 -0.70 1.26
Table 2. Means and Variances of data at three different moments.
Another solution is to estimate the GNSS error by inserting it in the state vector of KF as it is
described in (Perera et al., 2006). A method to determine bias sensor online is proposed. The
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Fig. 2. Example of GPS data coming from low-cost GPS (blue) and RTK-GPS (red)
error is determined thanks to an exteroceptive sensor. We propose to improve this solution
inserting a more accurate prediction model for GNSS error.
We make the assumption that the GNSS data is composed by position (x,y), an stochastical
process ((bx,by) the associated GNSS bias) and a zero-mean, white, Gaussian noise (ǫx,ǫy) like
(1). So, the aim is to look for a model which is able to predict the GNSS bias. This model must
be determined to have a residual error which is zero-mean, white, Gaussian process. Then,
this bias prediction model will be inserted in the KF to determine it and the position in the
same time (see section III). The observation error of KF becomes zero-mean, white, Gaussian
and doesn’t drift the localization.
Datagnss =
(
x
y
)
+
(
bx
by
)
+
(
ǫx
ǫy
)
(1)
We have seen GNSS bias is a stochastical model. To answer the problematic, we choose to
use an AutoRegressive process described in (Laneurit et al., 2006) by Laneurit. Indeed, the AR
process is a filter which has a zero-mean, white, Gaussian process in input and the stochastical
process to determine in output. It is often used for a vocal identification like in (Kotnik &
Kacˇicˇ, 2007). It is formulated in Z-transform by (2).
FAR =
Y(z)
ǫ(z)
=
1
1+ α1z−1 + α2z−2 + . . .+ αpz
−p
(2)
with Y the stochastical signal, ǫ the zero-mean, white, Gaussian process, α and p respectively
the parameters and the order of AR process. In our case, the expression (2) becomes (3) in
discrete domain.
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Fig. 3. Autocorrelation function of longitude error
bk+1 =
p
∑
i=1
−αi.bk−i+1 + ǫk, k ∈ [1 : N − 1], p ∈ ℵ
∗ (3)
with bk the GNSS bias at k
th iteration. Now, it must find the parameters and the order of the
AR process. This determination is made thanks to preliminary database of GNSS receiver.
To always have a stationary model, the AR parameters are calculated by Burg method (Burg,
1975). Now, for the choice of AR process order, we take the order at the point where the
power of ǫ stops decreasing significantly. The figure 5 represents the power of residual error
between the real and estimated GNSS bias value for different AR order. Indeed, if AR process
order is too reduced, the process won’t represent the intrinsic properties due to GNSS signal.
However, if AR process order is too big, the process will represent the properties due to signal
noise. Other criteria exist as AIC (Akaike Information Criteria) and BIC (Bayesian Information
Criteria) (Akaike, 1973) and (Schwarz, n.d.).
We have established the prediction model of GNSS bias thanks to AR process. But, the losses
of one satellite may cause a disruption of GNSS observation. The figure 6 shows the GNSS
observations change abruptly (about 50 centimeters) at time t=6160s. Another important ex-
ample of data disturbances is the multipath effects. When the receiver is close to an obstacle,
the GNSS signal may reflect on this obstacle before to be received. This quick evolution causes
disturbances on the prediction model. Consequently, to always have a GNSS localization reli-
able, these phenomena must be detected so as to reset the GNSS bias estimation.
The proposed idea to solve this problem is to compare the predicted GNSS data with the
observation thanks to the Mahalanobis distance in (Laneurit, 2006). Generally, this distance is
used to detect spurious data like in (Wu & Zhang, 2006). Contrary to Euclidean distance, it
takes care of data correlation. It is formalized by (4).
d =
√
(Zgnss,k − Zˆk)T .(Rˆk + Rgnss)−1.(Zgnss,k − Zˆk) (4)
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Fig. 4. Longitude estimation by KF with only GNSS observations with variance given by
GNSS receiver (at t=5, the estimated position becomes false)
with Zgnss,k the GNSS observation in time k, the matrix Rgnss is the covariance matrix of the
GNSS observation, Zˆ and Rˆ are respectively the predicted value of GNSS data and its associ-
ated covariance. If the Mahalanobis distance between predicted and observed GNSS data is
bigger than three, the GNSS localization system must be reset. Now, we are able to predict
the stochastical GNSS error so as to determine it with the position thanks to KF. That leads
to have only an observation error which can be considered like zero-mean, white, Gaussian
noise. We have all information to create an localization system reliable using GNSS system.
3. Integration of GNSS error model in KF
In the previous part, we have established the prediction model of GNSS bias for latitude and
longitude. Now, we will see how it is inserted in the KF. For GNSS localization, the state
vector of KF is X defined by (5).
Xk =
(
xk, yk, bx,k, . . . , bx,k−px−1, by,k, . . . , by,k−py−1
)T
(5)
with xk, yk the estimation of Cartesian coordinates, bx,k, by,k bias of respectively longitude
and latitude at kth iteration and px and py the prediction model order of respectively for the
longitude and the latitude model. The choice of AR process order for the prediction bias
model is very important because it determines the size of state vector of KF (in this case,
Size(X) = 2+ px + py). If the size of state vector is too big, the computing time will be too
long for real-time applications and the automatic guidance can lost its stability.
The Kalman filter is composed in three parts : initialization, Prediction level and Correction
Level. We will describe each part for the bias estimation and add a new part for the detection
of disruption GNSS data.
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Fig. 5. Power of error predicted model ǫ(p) for longitude. The best order is 8.
Initialization : Generally, the GNSS bias and the position are unknown. In that case, it is
impossible to determine them. Indeed, the GNSS observation represents the sum of them
and it is impossible with only GNSS data to separate them. We have an observation problem.
We are obliged to know one of them to begin the estimation. To show the precision and the
reliability of our method, we assume to begin the estimation with the known position (5cm
precision) and the bias with a precision of 10m. In our localization systems, we use data
coming from exteroceptive sensors. Then, the system can localize it without this information
until the new reset.
Prediction Level : In the previous section, we have seen equation of bias evolution (3). This
equation is the prediction equation of GNSS bias for the KF. So, the state evolution matrix A is
composed of three submatrices : Ax,y for Cartesian position; Abx and Abx for respectively the
longitude and the latitude GNSS bias. The AR parameters are easily inserted in the submatrix
Abx for example like (6).
A =


Ax,y 0 0
0 Abx 0
0 0 Aby

 with Abx =


−α1 · · · · · · −αpx
1 · · · 0 0
...
. . .
...
...
0 · · · 1 0

 (6)
The variance of prediction equation ǫ is inserted in the prediction covariance matrix Q.
Detection of GNSS data disturbances : In the previous part, we have established a condition
to detect disturbances of GNSS data. This condition is based on the Mahalanobis distance.
This detection must be before the correction level to not degrade the estimation and after the
prediction level of KF to allow the comparison between predicted and observed GNSS data.
If the condition is respected, the estimation continues else the estimation must be initialized.
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Fig. 6. Constellation influence on GNSS data. The situation A is the satellite constellation
at t=6159s and the situation B at t=6160s. Between the two situations, the pointed satellite
disappears.
Correction Level : Now, the observed data is not only composed by the position but it is the
sum of the position and the associated bias. We have seen in the initialization, that causes
problem of observability. But, we make assumption the position is known with other sensor
in the initialization. The state observation matrix for the GNSS Hgnss is (7).
Zgnss,k = Hgnss ∗ X with Hgnss =
(
1 0 1 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 0 1 0 . . . 0
)
(7)
To determine the power of their noise, we have made assumption that position data and bias
are signal which are only composed of low-frequency component so we have filtered data
signal by a high-pass filter and we have estimated the power of residual signal is equal to
those of observation error. This power is integrated in observation covariance matrix Rgnss.
We see we have an observability problem. To solve this problem, we must know at a moment
the position or the bias. In the initialization of localization systems, we know the true position
thanks to GPS-RTK. It is possible to determine position by exteroceptive sensors by example.
To resume, we obtain the figure 7.
4. Results
In this part, we present results of localization using GNSS with bias correction as we propose
in section III. First, we will see the localization results with only GNSS receiver. Then, we
will present our localization system for autonomous guidance and the improvement of this
method.
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k+1X  and Pk+1
Correction Level :
X  and P Partially known0 0
Initialization :
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  ^
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Fig. 7. Principle of Kalman filter with the detection of GNSS disturbances
Localization with GNSS alone : This test is done with a low-cost GPS receiver Holux GR213.
We have established the prediction model in off-line before the test. Then, we have made
the test in static condition during two hours for different orders of AR process without the
condition to detect GNSS disturbances. The purpose of this test is to show the improvement
of precision and the reliability of the method for a long period. Table 3 summarizes the results.
In this table, we see that the choice of AR order is not an important parameter as it is
shown by the little difference between each model. We can use the AR1 process which is
the easiest model and the best for computing time. The figure 8 represents the estimated
longitude with our method. We see the estimation is reliable for a long time in spite of
GNSS disturbances. This result shows the robustness of prediction model. So for the
second test, based on the evaluation of the quality of a localization process using a low cost
GNSS receiver, wewill use the AR1 process to establish amodel of the GNSS stochastical error.
Localization for autonomous guidance : We have inserted the bias modeling in our localiza-
tion system used to automatically guide our small mobile robot AROCO (see figure11). The
sensors on-board the vehicle, amongst others, include a fiber-optic gyroscope (FOG) [KVH
DSP 3000], rear and front wheel encoders, a low-cost GPS (5m accuracy), a SICK PLS200 laser
measurement system and a CCD camera (SONY VL500). The SICK PLS200 provides range
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Bias model Error for longitude (m) Error for latitude (m)
mean max RMS mean max RMS
None (variance of GNSS
error given by the re-
ceiver)
1.31 3.33 0.53 -0.91 1.42 0.34
AR 1 Process -0.015 0.040 0.009 -0.010 0.045 0.011
AR 2 Process -0.009 0.249 0.066 -0.009 0.29 0.078
AR 3 Process -0.022 0.197 0.081 -0.147 0.356 0.094
AR 4 Process 0.007 0.217 0.098 -0.194 0.424 0.122
AR 5 Process 0.069 0.310 0.118 -0.233 0.488 0.143
Table 3. Error for Estimated position in static condition.
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Fig. 8. Longitude estimation by KF taking care of GNSS stochastical error
measurements to object ahead at 0.5o intervals over a span of 180o in one scan. The scanned
data arrive every 80ms. The SONY VL500 gives 7.5 640x480 YUV422 images per second. Fi-
nally, the robot is equipped with two on-board computer systems. The first running Linux
RTAI is a low level system responsible for driving engine. The second running Linux is a high
level system where our localization algorithm runs and sends control commands to the first
PC.
Our localization system (developed by Tessier (Tessier et al., 2006a)) fuses local information
with cheap GPS data (Tessier et al., 2006b). It estimates the vehicle’s state (absolute position
and orientation with their incertitude and their reliability) in a world reference frame repre-
sented by dynamic GIS (Geographic Information System). Local information given by land-
marks detection allows the system to improve the position of localization given by natural
GPS. Thanks to the use of proprioceptive and local information, an automatic guidance sys-
tem can estimate the reliability of its localization (Tessier, Berducat, Chapuis & Bonnet, 2007).
Before the correction of the GNSS bias, the only way to use natural GPS in our guidance sys-
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Fig. 9. Mobile robot used in experiments.
tem with an admissible level of reliability was to increase the GPS given by receiver. With
our correction of GPS bias, the precision and the reliability of natural GPS are enough high to
increase the performance of the guidance process.
Numerous real experimentations were made in outdoor environment to measure system ca-
pabilities and to attest the efficiency of our approach. We test it on our vehicle along the
trajectory presented in figure (figure 11). Due to the presence of trees along the trajectory,
we have satellite losses and lots of changes of satellite constellation.Thus, the vehicle moved
automatically in wooded environments, in clear area, close to buildings, in hilly ground and
under difficult climatic conditions (i.e. sunny weather, hailstorm, . . . ). The length of trajectory
is about 400 meters and the speed of the vehicle is maintained at approximatively 3m/s. The
purpose of GPS bias estimation is to improve precision and particularly the reliability of our
localization system. In our experimentation, we observe the estimated position of vehicle is
more reliable than the past experimentation (the detection of landmarks is always successful
contrary to the past experimentation). However, the localization system must be sometimes
initialised because of GNSS disturbances and must use exteroceptive sensor (every 1 minute
approximatively). If the landmarks is not available for a long time, the localization system
doesn’t certify its reliability, however the drift of estimated position due to GNSS disturbances
is very small in comparison at the past.
• For this experiment, the vehicle succeeds in tracking the pre-defined trajectory with a good
accuracy. However to check the repetitiveness and the sturdiness of the proposed approach,
the vehicle reproduces faithfully the trajectory during 10 laps without stopping. Seven check-
points have been placed on the path to measure the positioning errors. Those errors are pre-
sented in Table 4. They corresponds to the real lateral deviation of the vehicle with the refer-
ence path during the autonomous driving (i.e. localization and guidance). As we can notice,
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A B C D E F G
mean (cm) -1.7 -0.2 0.5 -0.2 0 -0.7 -0.1
std (cm) 4.7 3.2 3.7 3.1 3.9 1.4 2.2
max (cm) 9.2 6 7.3 4.5 6 3.6 5.2
Table 4. Real lateral deviation during path following for 10 laps.
the system is very accurate, the max error is below 10cm. The use of a multi-sensor system
with an active search approach permits to locate the vehicle accurately with real-time con-
straints.
• Even in presence of disturbances, the system behaves correctly. The day of this experimen-
tation, a strong downpour of hail fell. This disturbed the landmarks detection. Indeed, some
hailstones are detected by the range-finder (figure 10). Thanks to the focusing process, this
problem is attenuated and permits to identify some landmarks. Nevertheless, the system
failed in detecting other landmarks because they are masked by the hailstones. Consequently,
the reliability decreases and the vehicle speed slackens off. However, the system searches
more easily recognizable landmarks (lane side with the camera, wall with the range-finder)
to strengthen the estimation (i.e. increase the reliability) and boost the speed. At the end, the
SLAG approach is robust.
Fig. 10. (left) A strong hailstorm during our experimentation.
(right) Range-finder measurement with three trees and their region of interest.
(a) The vehicle Aroco (b) Trajectory for the test
Fig. 11. Trajectory for the test with vehicle Aroco
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5. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a method to improve localization systems based to data
association with GNSS receiver. This method increases the precision and the reliability of
localization based on an Kalman filter. It consists to take care the characteristics of GNSS
error. This error is an unpredictive stochastic process and it drifts the estimated position
which is calculated by a Kalman Filter. The developed idea is to establish a prediction model
of GNSS bias and to insert it in the localization system so as to modify the observation error
from low-cost GNSS receiver to zero-mean, white, Gaussian noise. We have seen a possible
model of GNSS error is Autoregressive process. We have determined its parameters and its
order. Then, we have shown how this model is inserted in the Kalman Filter. However, the
bias estimation needs to have sometimes absolute data (position of landmark of the envi-
ronment) coming from exteroceptive sensors. To do that we propose to use a multi-sensor
system (Tessier, Debain, Chapuis & Chausse, 2007) in which landmarks detection is given
by autonomous entities called “perceptive agents”. The main weakness of this multi-agent
fusion system is about the focusing process and the measure of the accuracy of the estimated
vehicle’s pose. Thanks to numerous experiments we noticed a strong robustness and a good
accuracy of the guidance process allowing using it at high speed even in an environment
with lots of elements like trees or buildings.
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